
                                                                                  

 

 
 
It’s called EVO the brand new snowtubes collection of Neveplast that includes both the standard and the maxi 
size. 
   
A revolutionary product in the hard bottom snowtubes market where Neveplast is world leader.  EVO as 
evolution because the new Neveplast tubes are even more beautiful, safe and functional. Three aspects on 
which Neveplast invested in order to obtain an highly competitive product. 
 
SAFETY 

 
Inside the snowtube was added a polyethylene foam cushion of cm. 2,5 thickness: it reduces the vibrations on 
the back.   
 
STRENGHT AND FUNCTIONALITY  
 
All the technical details of the snowtube were reviewed. The fabrics changes and was added a new item that 
can be completely washed. This item, which covers the whole inner part and and is connected to the upper 
part by a zip,  has inside the cushion and covers entirely the inner tube extending considerably its time of 
deterioration. In the visible part where you sit down there are the standards for a correct use of the 
snowtubes, digitally printed, relieving considerably the operators from an improper use by customers. All this 
part can be removed and easily replaced for being washed, improving the hygienic aspects of the game. 
Handles and pulling straps are made with completely new materials that increase the robustness. 
 
DESIGN 

 
The new fabrics in bright colours and digitally printed give the new snowtube a more appealing and playful 
look. The snowtube is completely designed and with more than 10 color combinations between the fabric and 
the bottom guarantees a call for customers. The fabrics can be fully customized in written using different 
patterns.  
 
Snowtubes EVO does not replace the previous product that still remains in the catalog with a lowcost price. 
 
 

 
 

 

Diameter cm. 100 for the standard size and cm. 130 for the maxi size. 
The hard bottom is realized in PEHD. 


